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MADE IN THE USA   Vellano Forged Wheels® are custom made in Ontario, California. We design, CNC machine, and assemble our wheels 
entirely in house. This allows us to work closely with our clients and offer applications that are truly tailor made, with maximum quality 
control, in a minimum amount of time.

DESIGN   We design our wheels specifically for the finest automobiles on the road today. Some of our designs lean more towards providing 
the ultimate in luxury appearance, while others are optimized for racing performance. Our in house design team is continually working on 
creating new and trendsetting designs. 

MANUFACTURING   We take great pride in the fact that we CNC machine our wheels ourselves. We have been manufacturing precision CNC 
machined racing and performance parts for the automotive industry for 15 years, and we have contracted precision components to the 
aircraft industry. At this time we have focused our energies exclusively on building the highest quality aftermarket wheels in the industry.

SPECIFICATIONS   All of our centers are forged and CNC machined—not cast. All wheels feature multi-piece construction. We  have several 
different options available for TPMS compliance, please visit our website for details.

MATERIALS   We use only aerospace grade 6061 T6 heat treated aluminum for the centers, non-corrosive stainless steel nuts & bolts for as-
sembly, and CNC’d billet aluminum for our center cap.

TESTING   First, our in house engineering department uses CAD/CAM software to conduct computer simulated failure testing on each new 
wheel design. Then, a wheel prototype is sent to an independent lab where it is tested for fatigue, impact, and cornering according to the SAE 
J2530 specifications. Finally, we conduct a run out test in order to insure that every wheel we produce is within spec before leaving our factory.

FINISHES / SIZES   Our standard finishes are machine brushed (diamond cut), chrome, and painted (single-tone). Many custom finish options 
are available. We currently offer 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26 & 28 inch diameter wheels in a variety of widths. In most cases lip sizes are maximized, 
unless requested otherwise. All of our wheels are custom sized to each application with lips up to 10”.

APPLICATIONS   We specialize in Wheels for Aston Martin®, Audi®, Bentley®, BMW®, Cadillac® Ferrari®, Jaguar®, Lamborghini®, Land Rover®, 
Maserati®, Maybach®, Mercedes-Benz®, Porsche®, and Rolls-Royce®. We do not make applications for every car on the road. If you would like to 
know if we manufacture for a particular car make and model, please give us a call.

CUSTOM OPTIONS   We offer custom engraving, and special finish options. Please contact your sales rep for details.

Care & Maintenance
All Wheels: The following information applies to all wheels. Always wash your car in the shade. It is better for every part of your car’s exterior including paint, rubber/plastic trim, and 
wheels. Direct sunlight will dry soap and water before you’ve had a chance to rinse it and wipe it dry. It is very important to allow wheels to cool completely before cleaning. Spraying 
any type of cleaner on a hot wheel can harm the finish. We do not recommend running water on your wheels to cool them. It is best to clean your wheels one at a time. Do not allow 
water or cleaners to dry on the wheel. Hard water will leave spots which can be very difficult to remove. If you are using conditioned water (soft, deionized), then it is ok to let your 
wheels air dry, but first make sure they are thoroughly rinsed to remove any soap or cleaning product. If wheels are cleaned regularly, it is usually not necessary to use a specific wheel 
cleaning spray. A separate car wash mitt with regular car wash soap is gentle on your wheels, and should be adequate to remove weekly dirt, and brake dust build up. After washing, 
thoroughly rinse the wheel in order to remove all soap. Again, do not allow the wheel to dry on it’s own as you will be left with hard water spots. Many wheel cleaning products can 
be very harsh as well as bad for the environment. However, if simple car wash soap is not enough to clean your wheels, then you may require a specific wheel cleaner. Be sure to only 
use wheel cleaners that are  recommended for use on aftermarket finishes. Regular car wax is a great way to prolong the finish and enhance the appearance of all of our wheel finishes.
Chrome Wheels: The additional information applies specifically to chrome wheels. Avoid any type of chrome or metal polish, that feels gritty or abrasive. The cotton wadding type is 
generally the best as it uses solvent rather than abrasives to remove oxidation. 
Painted / brushed / polished: The additional information applies specifically to painted, brushed, and polished wheels.
Brushed and polished wheels have a clear coat, which is in fact, paint. These wheels should be cared for exactly like paint. Do not use any type of metal polish on a brushed or polished 
wheel. After cleaning you can use a paint polish, and wax to enhance appearance, but stay away from harsh rubbing compounds as they will dull the finish, and could wear through 
the clear coat.

Warranty
We stand behind our products. All of our wheels are backed by a warranty in order to insure the highest quality and consumer satisfaction. Please see our website for the complete 

warranty information.

WORLDWIDE   Vellano Forged Wheels® is an international business and we welcome inquiries from around the world. In addition  
to the US, we currently have resellers in the following countries: Australia, Bahrain, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Dominican Republic, Dubai, 
Germany, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Scotland, Thailand, United Kingdom.

Vellano Forged Wheels® (corporate headquaters)         phone:       909-923-7500 • fax: 909-923-6275 

                    address:     1680 S. Grove Ave. #A.  Ontario, CA. 91761 

                    website:     vellanowheels.com

                                                                                                    facebook:  facebook.com/vellanowheels
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style VCK
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shown above    

Mercedes Benz GL550 

size: 24 x 9.5 (f) / 24 x 9. 5 (r)   finish: 2 tone polished & c.match 

style VCP

shown above    

Audi A8

size: 22 x 10 (f) / 22 x 10 (r)    finish: 2 tone chrome & c.match 
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shown above    

Lamborghini Gallardo

size: 20 (f) / 20 (r)    finish: 2 tone white & c.match w/ black lip

style VCV

shown above    

Nissan GTR   

size: 21 x 9 (f) / 21 x 10 (r)    finish: 2 tone white & c.match w/ white lip

style VCU



8 9

shown above    

BMW i8 

size: 22 (f) / 22 (r)    finish: Electric Blue  & c.match

style VCX

shown above    

Lamborghini Aventador 

size: 21x 9.5 (f) / 21x 10.5 (r)    finish: c.match w/ black lip 

style VCY



shown above    

LAND ROVER  

size: 24 (f) / 24 (r)    finish: 2 tone White & c.match

style VJK

shown above    

Rolls Royce Ghost

size: 24 x 9.5 (f) / 24 x 9.5 (r)    finish: brushed & hipolished 

style VKB
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12 13

shown above    

Chrysler300c  

size: 24 x 9 (f) / 24 x 10 (r)    finish: 2 tone chrome & black

style VKE 

shown above    

Bentley Continental GT 

size: 22 x 9.5 (f) / 22 x 10.5 (r)    finish: 2 tone white & c.match

style VKG



 

shown above    

Nissan GTR  

size: 21 x 10.5 (f) / 21 x 12.5 (r)     finish: brushed w/ carbon lip

style VKi

14 15

shown above    

Range Rover 

size: 24 x 10 (f) / 24 x 10 (r)      finish: 2 tone hipolished & c.match

style VKJ



shown above    

Lamborghini Aventador LP700  

size: 20 x 9 (f) / 21 x 13 (r)    finish: 2 tone brushed & c.match 

style VKK

16 17

shown above    

Porsche Cayenne  

size: 22 x 10.5 (f) / 22x 11.5 (r)    finish: 2 tone black & c.match

style VKM
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shown above    

Ferrari F12   

size: 21 x 9 (f) / 22 x 12 (r)    finish: 2 tone black & c.match

style VKN

shown above    

Nissan GTR   

size: 21 x 10.5 (f) / 21 x 12.5 (r)    finish: 2 tone hipolished & brushed

style V KS
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shown above    

Jeep  

size: 22 x 9.5 (f) / 22 x 9.5 (r)    finish: 2 tone black & c.match

style V KU

shown above    

Range Rover   

size: 24 (f) / 24 (r)    finish: 2 tone brushed & c.match

style V RH



22 23

shown above    

Mercedes-Benz G550  

size: 24 x 10 (f) / 24 x 10 (r)    finish: 2 tone white & black 

style V RV style V Ti

shown above    

Mercedes-Benz GL550   

size: 24 x 10 (f) / 24 x 10 (r)    finish: 2 tone hipolished  & black



24 2524 25

shown above    

Rolls Royce Ghost  

size: 22 x 9.5 (f) / 22 x 11 (r)    finish: 2 tone black & c.match

style VUH

EL

style V KE

shown above    

Aston Martin DBS   

size: 20 x 9 (f) / 20 x 11 (r)     finish: 2 tone white & black 
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shown above    

Mercedes-Benz SLS  

size: 20 x 9.5 (f) / 21 x 11 (r)    finish: 2 tone white & c.match             

style VRU

shown above    

Fisker Karma   

size: 24 x 8.5 (f) / 24x 10 (r)    finish: 2 tone black & white 

style VTV



28 29

shown above    

Chevrolet Corvette 

size: 19 x 8 (f) / 20 x 10 (r)    finish: 2 tone chrome & c.match

style VTK

shown above    

Ferrari California 

size: 20 x 8 (f) / 20 x 10 (r)  finish: brushed

style VTO
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style VSO

additional styles 

style VCL

style VCA

style VCM

style VCC style VCH

style VFC

style VFP style VFU style VFW

additional styles 

style VJP

style VFY

style VP01

style VJB style VJD

style VP02

style VRI style VSA



32

additional styles 

style VTJ

style VSQ

style VTK

style VCN style VTA

style VTV

style VUA style VCY style VFZ

additional styles 

style VKK style VSA

33

style VRH

style VKPstyle VSB style VSE

style VSF style VSK style VSM



additional styles additional styles 

style VSTstyle VSP style VSW style VCP step lip style VCU step lip style VCV step lip

style VTCstyle VFW style VTE style VCX step lip style VDRM step lip

style VTistyle VTF style VTL

3534

style VFC step lip



36 37

shown above    

Mercedes-Benz SLS 

size: 21 x 9 (f) / 22 x 10.5 (r)    finish: brushed & red lip

style VM01

shown above    

Land Rover 

size: 24 (f) / 24 (r)       finish: 2 tone white & gloss black

style VM03



38 39

shown above    

Ferrari F458 

size: 20 x 9 (f) / 21 x11 (r)    finish: brushed & black lip

style VM04

shown above    

Rolls-Royce Ghost 

size: 24 x 9.5 (f) / 24 x 9.5 (r)     finish: hipolished & c.match

style VM05



40 41

shown above    

Benz C Class Coupe

size: 20(f) / 20 (r)  finish: Rose Gold-2 & Matte Black

style VM43

shown above    

Rolls Royce Wraith 

size: 20(f) / 21(r)    size: 24 (f) / 24 (r)    finish: 2 tone chrome & c. match

style VM19



42 43

shown above    

Rolls Royce Wraith 

size: 24 (f) / 24 (r)    finish: 2 tone white  & Hi-Polish

style VM28 style VM31

shown above    

Jeep Wrangler

size: 22(f) / 22 (r)    finish: 2 tone blue & White
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Monoblock style Monoblock styleMonoblock style

44

style VM18 style VM20

style VM25 style VM27 style VM30

style VM22style VM01 style VM02 style VM10

style VM13 style VM14 style VM16
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Monoblock style

46

47

Monoblock style

47

style VM42 style VM44 style VM45

style VM46 style VP02

47

style VM47

style VM35 style VM36 style VM37

style VM39 style VM40style VM38
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additional photos

48

Duoblock style

48

style VM10 Duoblock style VM16 Duoblock style VM18 Duoblock

style VM34 Duoblock style VM35 Duoblockstyle VM20 Duoblock




